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Name That Book! 
Trivia Game 

 
Use these sentences from the Grades 6-8 current 

Sunshine State Young Readers Award Program for a great trivia game! 

  
Skink No Surrender by Carl Hiaasen 
 
“The woodpecker was crazy beautiful—tall and long-beaked, with pale yellow eyes and 
bluish-black feathers.  Bright white streaks  ran down each side of its neck, spreading to the 
wings.  The bird’s most striking feature was a sharp crest on the back of its head—black for 
females, bright red for males.  The ivorybill’s appearance was so dramatic that it was 
nicknamed the “Lord God Bird,” because “Lord God!” is what people supposedly exclaimed 
when they first saw one.” (p.82 HB) 
 
“He pried out the fake eye and threw it into the river where it disappeared with a plop.  From a 
small soiled satchel he selected a replacement.  This one had a sky-blue iris and was shaped 
more like half a clam than a marble.  With difficulty (and a few cuss words) the governor 
inserted the glass piece into the pulpy crater under his brow.  “It’s an antique, “  he explained  
matter-of-factly, blinking away the ooze.” (pg. 113 HB) 
 
“’Son,’ he said to Tommy, ‘you’ve chosen the proverbial dead-end highway.  Anyone who 
takes  pot shots at a lovely wading bird is a hopeless defective, in my view, an evolutionary 
mistake.  There’s a natural order to what happens  to you next, an inevitable conclusion to all 
this low villainy.’” (pg. 196 HB) 
 
“’Online he came across so different, so…normal.  And not mean at all.  He emailed me this 
one poem—‘a daughter of the gods, divinely tall, and most divinely fair.’  Said he wrote it late 
one night just for me, and like an airhead I’m all, ‘Oh, Talbo, that’s so sweet!’” (pg. 202 HB) 
 
“I decide to climb a tree.  No big deal, right?  Wrong.  Not all trees are designed for rapid 
climbing, and the good ones are scarce when you absolutely, positively need to reach a safe 
altitude.  Try scaling an ancient bald cypress when the trunk is slick from a rainstorm or the 
nearest boughs are too high to offer a step.” (pg. 213 HB) 
 


